Visiting Students to Stanford Procedure Related Areas
Stanford Hospital, Lucille Packard Hospital
Ambulatory Surgery Center
Main Operating Room Outpatient Surgery Center (Redwood City)
We are excited to have you coming to care for patient with Stanford Hospital Staff and Advanced
Practice Providers as well as School of Medicine Faculty, Fellows, Residents, and Medical Students.
We, at Stanford, place an overarching emphasis on patient safety and comprehensive patient care. It
is in that vein that you must adhere to our patient safety scrub and sterile procedure training and
protocol as you care for patients at Stanford in our Operative Areas.
Prior to being allowed entry and participation (scrubbing in on cases) you must complete a
Scrub and Sterile Procedure Training with a knowledge and skills assessment to proficiency.
On your first day of the clerkship/sub-internship you must report to the Goodman Surgical Education
Center (H3552 third floor of the Stanford Hospital across from the F3 Ward) at 6:00 am. It will be
expected that you have already watched the scrub training video.
The link for the mandatory training video is: https://youtu.be/72nmm6bV1NY. As part of the overall
curriculum, you are required to complete a knowledge assessment. This quiz is related to the
material featured in the training video. A passing score of 92% is required and a certificate will be
provided with successful completion. Please print this certificate and bring with you to the
hands-on session.
Knowledge assessment: https://www.classmarker.com/online-test/start/?quiz=eva5b62183c91983
At 6:00 am you will be assessed on your OR attire, hand scrubbing, and sterile gowning and gloving
technique. The assessment process, depending on how many other students require this, may take
until 8:15 am. Depending on your performance this may extend your session.
If you have undergone training at your home institution, you may be exempt from the skills
assessment by bringing a letter from your institution signed by a school of medicine official that
oversees scrub training. The letter must stipulate that you have undergone a training by OR personnel
that includes: Hand hygiene and scrubbing, sterile gowning and gloving, OR attire training, and an
assessment of these skills to proficiency. Please email your letters ahead of time to Karen Cockerill
at Misskay@stanford.edu. You will still be required to view the video and take the knowledge tests.
At the 6:00 am assessment, we will review any letters and judge if the letter meets our criteria. You
will be provided with a sticker at this time. Please be prompt to your session, we are unable to
accommodate make-up dates.
We hope you understand that this process is to ensure sterility and infection prevention for our
precious patients at Stanford. Thank you for your affability and understanding by complying with
this important protocol.
Questions: Tiffany Anderson, MD tnanders@stanford.edu and/or James N. Lau, MD MHPE
jnlau@stanford.edu

